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T HERE is an old French proverb, "The more things
change, the less they change." There is a
consistency to human and institutional behavior

which makes the past a window onto the present and
future. The continuous flow between past and future
furnishes us the possibility of greater insight into our
present condition and perhaps the avoidance of past
pitfalls. While not always obvious, and certainly not
always heeded, the signs are there to guide man as an
individual and man as a part of an institutional
bureaucracy.

In sixteenth century England and nineteenth century
Rome, institutional authorities attempted to launder the
past. They presumed that if the historians could be
bridled the past would be less threatening and could be
made to conform to the wishes of the powerful. The
tools of censorship were varied--restriction of access to
manuscripts, banning of books, imprisonment, and
financial coercion, among others. The result, short
sighted victory and longterm failure. Works of history
with the official stamp of approval did not survive their
time and were never taken seriously by scholars. Gossip
and rumor encouraged continuous waves ot
controversy. If all is above board and proper why the
darkness and secrecy?
Editors’ Note: The paper and response on censorship were delivered at the
1982 Sunstone Theological Symposium.

The LDS church is an institution which impinges
upon our lives far more than King James’s Court and
Pope Leo’s Vatican. Is it following the pattern of seeking
to control its past by restricting research materials,
censorship, and financial intimidation of historians and
their publishers? Will the results be the same7 If the
previous case studies are guides then we may ask the
following questions. Will Church approved histories be
judged merely as broadsides in theological debates? Will
non-Mormon suspicion and concern of a closed church
grow7 And, the more serious question: How much faith
does a Church which sanctions only histories of milk but
not meat have in its own congregants? Is their faith so
fragile, so questionable that the past must be distorted to
retain their allegiance?

Two larger questions are suggested as well. The first
concerns the nature of historical inquiry. History is the
study of man in past time. Human beliefs, behaviors,
valuesmboth individual and collective--comprise the
sphere of historical inquiry. To study his subject, the
historian searches for artifacts, evidence such as diaries,
newspapers, and journals. He selects among the bits and
pieces of evidence for those relevant to his work,
realizing that all the evidence is not available and that
each source contains its own bias. These fragments of
the past then pass through a screen called the historian’s
brain. He considers the evidence of the past according to
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an explicit or implicit conceptual framework. The result
is an interpretation of past reality. All history is thus an
interpretation. Several interrelated points follow my
discussion. First, history is not a series of dates nor a
packet of facts that once memorized exposes the student
to a secret world of truth. There is no gospel of historical
truth waiting to be read or snatched. All has been
touched by human hands. Second, one historical
interpetation is not necessarily equal to another just as it
is absurd to contend that one opinion is as good as
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another. The "objectivity" of an interpretation is found
in its confirmation or negation by tests of evidence and
logic. Third, history is not teleological. It is beyond the
historian’s role and powers to prove the hand of God in
human events. A historian is able and should consider
the religious nature of man along with his political,
social, and cultural orientations. Beyond this the
evidence forbids him to hypothesize. Finally, the past is
nonideological. It carries no sword for any political,
religious, or social cause. Tests of logic and evidence
again prohibit the historian from using the past to prove
the truth of one creed over another. A serious scholar
refrains from enlisting in wars of faith promotion
whether in the serve of King, Pope, or Church.

The second major question is censorship. We
Americans maintain a view of history which envisions a
constant progression toward a better world whether
measured in terms of financial security, health care,
scientific advances, or race relations. (We hold this faith
in a continuous progress despite a series of twentieth
century earthquakes). Our past cousins we believe to
have been more restrictive, more inhibited, more
intolerant, and far more benighted than we are on such
subjects as religion, personal habits, or the freedoms of
speech, press, and opinion. But are we so different than
those who came before? More specifically, how unusual
is the Mormon church’s restrictive stance toward
historical research? The vast majority of nations
vigorously guard their historical archives, allowing only
the safe few to enter. Even our government, with one of
the most liberal access policies, has blemishes upon its
record. For example, Alan Weinstein’s study of the Cold
War Hiss-Chambers controversy ignited a five year
court battle and spurred the FBI to open a file in his
name. Just last month the newspapers carried a report
that the Reagan administration is seeking to suppress
evidence of domestic spying operations conducted in the
1960s and 1970s against American radicals. The

administration has also signaled recently a need to revise
the Freedom of Information Act in light of budgetary
difficulties. Outside the government, censorship
remains a major obstacle for scholars. In my own
research, organizations ranging from the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People to
the Veterans of Foreign Wars and the Odd Fellows have
either restricted or prohibited access to historical
materials in their possession. The Mormon church’s
restrictions, then, should be condemned and all actions
taken to revise the policy. Yet, the Church’s actions
should not be seen in isolation. Our society is more
closed than we believe; the road to free inquiry more
heavily barricaded than we think.

As disturbing as the blatant problem of censorship is
another one which I believe can be even more insidious.
To insure promotion, to retain an academic position, to
publish a book or an article, scholars might take the path
of self censorship. They pull their intellectual punches.
They shy away from controversial topics. They cover up
what they believe those in power don’t wish exposed.
We don’t have to return to the distant past for examples.
In the McCarthy period of the 1950s self censorship kept
one out of the limelight and off the blacklists. We can see
the self censorship reaction today in the Moral Majority
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wars over evolution. Self censorship is a product of fear
which not only erodes the purpose of historical inquiry
but also demoralizes those who feel forced to practice it.

According to Hugh B. Brown, a former member of the
First Presidency of the LDS church:

Preserve, then, the freedom of your mind in education
and in religion, and be unafraid to express your
thoughts, to insist upon the right to examine every
proposition. We are not so much concerned whether
your thoughts are orthodox as we are that you shall have
thoughts.
The Mormon church, any church, must cultivate in its

adherents an informed faith inspired by the free
exchange of ideas. Self criticism and self examination
better prepare believers to understand the divinity as
well as humanity of their institutions. Knowledge, and
in its wake, wisdom act to strengthen not weaken a
church. We can expect no less of an American church
than that it actively nourish its followers with such
principles.
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